ABSTRACT Multi-modal image registration in medical image analysis is very challenging as the appearance of body structures in images from different imaging devices can be very different. In this paper, we propose a new method [GA-speeded up robust features (SURF)], which incorporates the geometric algebra (GA) into SURF framework, to detect features from images. We model the volumetric data and register the multimodal medical images using feature spheres formulated in conformal geometric algebra (CGA). Specifically, we first extract features from medical images using GA-SURF. Second, we construct the feature spheres using the feature points and find the correspondence of feature spheres in the two images using CGA. With that, we can register the images based on the correspondence of the feature spheres. The experimental results evaluated by RIRE have shown that our method can register the multi-modal images with high accuracy. The maximum registration error is less than 4mm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image registration is to align two images with respect to each other [1] . One of the two is the reference, the other one is the floating image. Medical image registration is essential in medical diagnosis as images of different modalities show very different information. For instance, CT (computed tomography) is best suited for viewing bone injuries, diagnosing lung and chest problems, while MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) is suited for examining soft tissue in ligament and tendon injuries, spinal cord injuries, brain tumors, etc [2] . Anatomic images such as CT and MRI can provide anatomic morphological information of human internal organs, while functional images such as PET (Positron Emission Tomography), SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography) and fMRI (functional MRI) reflect the metabolism of organ functions [3] . Images obtained using different modalities need to be compared to one another and/or combined for analysis and decision making. In general, an image registration algorithm has three components: 1) a deformation model, 2) an objective function and 3) an optimization method [4] . The performance of a registration method largely depends on the deformation model and the objective function. An enormous amount of research has been dedicated to deformable registration due to its potential clinical impact. During the past a few decades, many innovative ideas regrading the three main algorithmic aspects have been proposed. General reviews of these work can be found in [5] . On the other hand, another line of registration methods is the registration of multi-modal images. These methods generally fall into two categories: intensity-based methods [6] - [8] and featurebased methods [9] - [11] . Intensity-based methods mainly use the information of voxel intensities. These methods are robust and accurate, but have large amount of computation. Featurebased methods make use of the similarity of the invariant features extracted from the two images to register. Therefore, feature extraction and analysis has become one of the most important steps in these methods. Among these methods, SURF is widely used due to its efficiency in detecting and describing the features in images [12] .
In medical image analysis, the availability of 3D models is of great interest to surgeons because it allows them to have a better understanding of the situation. As human bodies have volumetric structures, feature spheres are more suitable than direct feature points for medical image analysis. Several methods to construct feature spheres from feature points can be found from literatures. For example, Ranjan and Fournier [13] used a method of Union of Spheres (UoS) to represent the volumetric data and built 3D models of objects [13] . To solve the problem of heavy computation in UoS, marching cubes algorithm was proposed to reduce the number of spheres [14] . However, this method needed a preprocessing stage to segment the objects of interest based on texture information.
In this work, we propose a novel method, GA-SURF, which incorporates the geometric algebra (GA) theory into SURF algorithm, to detect features from multi-modal images. With the advantages of the GA theory, GA-SURF algorithm can process high dimensional information. To speedup the process of image registration, we propose a fast method to construct feature spheres from feature points without the need of image segmentation. Briefly, we start with two feature points and draw a circle with them on the diameter. Then we greedily search for the next point in the remaining candidates to construct a sphere with the circle on the equator. The step repeats until all the feature points are processed. After we have all the feature spheres, we find the correspondence between them to register the images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our novel approach, including its theoretical basis and design consideration. Experimental results are presented in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. METHOD A. SURF ALGORITHM
In this section, we briefly introduce the SURF algorithm, which has been widely used in computer vision applications [12] . Like the algorithm of Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [15] , SURF has two major steps, i.e. feature detection and descriptor.
1) FEATURE POINT DETECTION
Hessian matrix is the core of SURF algorithm. It constructs the Hessian matrix from the image after smoothing with Gaussian filters and uses the integral image to speedup the box type convolutions. Suppose I (x) represents the sum of all pixel indensities in the input image I within a rectangular region formed by the origin and a location x = (x, y)
With the integral image, calculating the sum of the intensities in any rectangular area can be easily done by simple additions and subtractions. Constructing the scale space is a very important step in SURF, which allows the algorithm to observe the image from different aspect. The scale space is implemented as an image pyramid, which, like SIFT, is divided into octaves by using box filters of different sizes applied on the original image. Each octave is further divided into a constant number of scale levels [16] . SURF detects the feature points based on local maximum determinant of the Hessian matrix.
For a given point x = (x, y) in an image I , the Hessian matrix H (x, σ ) at x with scale σ is defined as
where L xx (x, σ ) is the convolution of the Gaussian second order derivative where w is a weight, usually set to 0.9 in practice. When a point has greater response than its surrounding neighbors, it is a feature point.
2) FEATURE POINT DESCRIPTOR
Feature point orientation is obtained by counting the Haar wavelet responses in x and y direction in a circular region with radius of 6s centered at the point of interest. The Haar wavelet size is 4s, where s is the scale at which the interest point is detected. The dominant orientation is estimated by calculating the sum of all responses within a sliding orientation window covering an angle of 
B. THE BASICS OF GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA
Geometric algebra (GA), also named Clifford algebra, has important applications in theoretical physics and computer vision as it can improve the computational efficiency [17] . We exploit a set of orthogonal basis (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) to define geometric algebra in n-dimensional G n . Some of the important properties about the basis are listed as follows.
If a ∈ G n , a can be written as
where a 0 , a 1 , .., a n ∈ R. In GA, the geometric product is expressed in terms of inner product and outer product.
where the inner product a · b = 1 2 (ab + ba) and the outer product a ∧ b = 1 2 (ab − ba). The outer product is anticommutative, namely, a ∧ b = −b ∧ a. So the geometric product is neither fully symmetric, nor fully anti-symmetric.
We know a complex number has the real part and imaginary part. Similarly ab is composed of a scalar and a bivector.
A k-blade is generally defined as an outer product of k linearly independent vectors. For example, the outer product of two vectors is referred to as a 2-blade. The linear combination of blades makes up a multivector which can be written as
where a i ∈ R.
C. THE GA-SURF ALGORITHM
As mentioned previously, GA-SURF incorporates the geometric algebra (GA) theory into SURF framework to detect features. In this section, we explain the details in two parts, i.e. feature point detection and feature descriptor in GA space.
1) FEATURE POINT DETECTION IN GA SPACE
The integral image, box filter convolution used in conventional SURF algorithm are not applicable in GA space. Therefore, we need redefine the integral images, box filters and the convolution in GA space.
a: THE INTEGRAL IMAGE IN GA SPACE
According to Eq. 1, we have the sum of the intensities (11) where
Eq. 1 and Eq. 11, we have
The integral image in GA space is N-dimensional.
b: THE CONVOLUTION IN GA SPACE
For N-dimensional vectors, Bülow [18] defined the convolution in GA space as
where
is the geometric product. The convolution of two discrete multivectors in GA space is defined as
. . .
However, as the geometric product is neither fully symmetric, nor fully anti-symmetric (see Eq. 8 and 9), we have the right-side and left-side convolutions with different order of multiplication of Q() and V () in Eq. 14. The right-side convolution in GA space is defined as
. . . (15) where
is a function in GA space, and the product of
is the geometric product. The left-side version is defined as
Box filters are used in SURF to speedup the convolution. According to Eq. 2, we have the following approximate Hessian matrix in N-dimensional GA space from the convolution of the integral image in GA space with the N-dimensional (hyper)-cuboid-filter.
where each matrix element is the convolution of the hypercuboid filters with the image I , and i 1 , .., i N are the dimension indexes. In GA space, an interest point in an image has the maximum determinant of the approximate Hessian matrix among its neighboring pixels.
2) THE DESCRIPTOR IN GA SPACE
As mentioned earlier, traditional SURF algorithm uses Haar wavelets to construct the feature descriptors. In our GA-SURF algorithm, Haar filters are represented by combinations of rectangle filters in N-dimensional GA space.
The samples are split into b bins per dimension, resulting in b N bins for N dimensions. For each bin, we can obtain the feature vector as
where d i is the Haar wavelet response at the i-th dimension. The final descriptor is generated by concatenating the feature vectors from all bins. Thus, the final descriptor has a dimension of l = 2Nb N .
D. APPLYING GA-SURF TO THE MEDICAL IMAGES
In this section, we apply the GA-SURF algorithm to detect features from medical images. Before that, we represent the CT and MRI images in GA space. Usually, medical tomography images are consisted of many slices. A CT or MRI image I (x, y, z) can be represented as
where S l (x, y, z l ) is the l-th slice of I (x, y, z) along z dimension, L is the total slices of the image. A more general form of Eq. 19 is
where proj(S l , A) is a projection of S l in any plane A, and S l is the l-th slice. In Eq. 19, the slices are projected to the surface of X-Y plane.
1) FEATURE POINT DETECTION
With Eq. 19, we have the following steps to detect feature points.
Step 1 (Calculate the Integral Image): From Eq. 12, the integral image I (x) of a medical tomography image I at a point x = (a, b, c) can be written as
Step 2: (Construct the Scale Space): In 3D discrete space, Eq. 14 becomes
The right-side convolution of Eq. 15 is
where I (i 1 , j 2 , j 3 ) is the integral image defined in Eq. 20 and h(j 1 , j 2 , j 3 ) is the cuboid filter. Similarly, from Eq. 16, the leftside convolution is
Similarly to SURF algorithm, the scale space is constructed by the convolution between the integral image and the cuboid filters of different sizes, and is divided into octaves. Each octave is further divided into a constant number of scale levels.
Step 3 (Locating the Feature Points): GA-SURF detects the feature point based on the local maximum determinant of the Hessian matrix. The 3D version of the approximated Hessian matrix defined in Eq. 17 can be written as
When a point has greater determinant of the approximate Hessian matrix than its surrounding neighbors, it is treated as a feature point.
2) FEATURE POINT DESCRIPTOR
After the detection of feature points, we can calculate the feature descriptors in the following similar steps to SURF.
Step 1 (Calculate the Orientation of Feature Point): Orientation is obtained by counting the Haar wavelet responses in x and y direction in a circular region centered at the interest point with radius of 6s, where s is the scale and the Haar wavelet size is 4s.
Step 2 (Calculate the Feature Descriptor): In 3D, the image is sampled on a regular grid around an interest point. The samples are split into b bins per dimension, resulting in b 3 bins. For each bin, a feature vector can be obtained as 3 are the Haar filter response in dimension of x, y and z respectively. The final descriptor is generated by concatenating the feature vectors from all bins.
E. CONSTRUCT FEATURE SPHERES
In previous sections, we have explained the GA-SURF on how to detect the feature points and calculate the feature descriptors. As human body have volumetric structures, feature spheres are more suitable for surgeons in medical image analysis. Moreover, because feature spheres are composed of a set of feature points, matching the feature spheres is more accurate and efficient than directly matching the feature points.
In our new algorithm to construct the feature spheres, there are two predefined thresholds d 1 and d 2 . Empirically, d 1 = 1mm and d 2 = 3mm. Fig. 1 and 2 are used to help explain the following steps. 
F. CONFORMAL GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA
Conformal geometric algebra (CGA) as an unified homogeneous algebraic framework provides an effective mathematical tool for geometric representation and computation [19] . In general, traditional Euclidean geometric algebra has three basis vectors: e 1 , e 2 , e 3 . CGA adds two basis vectors e 0 and e ∞ , which represent the origin and the infinite point respectively. In addition, they are null vectors
The inner product of e 0 and e ∞ is e 0 .e ∞ = −1
In addition, unit pseudoscalar is defined as
In CGA, spheres are the most basic geometric entities because other geometric entities can be derived from the spheres. A sphere is expressed as
where c is the center of the sphere and r is the radius.
1) MOTION IN CONFORMAL GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA
In general, the transformation of rigid body has three types: rotation, translation and dilation. In CGA, rotors, translators and dilators are defined as follows.
where the bivector a is the dual to the rotation axis, θ is the angle of rotation, t is the amount of translation, and λ is the scaling factor. By multiplying from the left with the rotor R, and from the right with its inverseR, the rotation of an entity X can be expressed as X = RXR. Similarly, the translation of X is X = TXT . The dilator works differently as it only works at the origin. Therefore, an entity must be translated to the origin before being applied the dilator.
whereD is the inverse of D and T 0 is the corresponding translator to the origin. Fig. 3 shows an example of the correspondence of two feature spheres S 1 and S 2 . From Eq. 27, the sphere center c and radius r can be represented as
Once we have the centers c 1 , c 2 and radius r 1 , r 2 of the two feature spheres, we can obtain the line connecting the two centers by L = e ∞ ∧ c 1 ∧ c 2 and its direction n L . Then, we can compute the translator T and T 0 based on Eq. 29, t = n L , and t 0 = c 2 . From Eq. 30 and λ = r 2 r 1 , we can get the dilator. Finally, the transformation from S 1 to S 2 isT 0 DT 0 TS 1TT0D T 0 . Once the correspondence of feature spheres is obtained, images can be registered.
2) MATCH FEATURE SPHERES
The descriptor of a feature sphere is the weighted sum of the feature descriptors of those points inside (or on) the sphere. We calculate the distance between feature spheres based on the distance between their descriptors using inner product defined in CGA. With that, we can find the correspondence of the spheres in the reference and floating image.
III. RESULTS
To test our method we carry out three different experiments. All the data are downloaded from 'Retrospective image registration evaluation' (RIRE) [20] . The results are also evaluated by RIRE.
Experiment 1: In this experiment, we register a CT image and a mr-PD image from data patient_001 in RIRE project. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the CT and mr-PD image respectively. The size of the CT image data is 512 × 512 × 28. Here the data size should be read as 28 images of size 512 × 512. The same for the data sizes in the rest of the paper. The size of the mr-PD image data is 256 × 256 × 26. In Fig. 4(a) , the top-left corner is the three-dimensional diagram, and the topright corner, bottom-left, bottom-right are the cross section, sagittal section and coronal respectively. Fig. 4(b) is similar. To compare and highlight the registration effect, we show the fusion before and after registration using pseudo-colors in Fig. 6(a) and (b) respectively. From the figure, we can see that the registration of CT and mr-PD is excellent. Fig. 5 shows one correspondence between the two spheres from CT and mr-PD images, which is calculated using the method described above. We also show the evaluation provided by RIRE in Table 1 . The mean, max and median error are 2.345 mm, 3.502 mm and 2.176 mm, respectively. The range of these errors is 2 ∼ 4 mm, which means our method has achieved high registration accuracy.
Experiment 2: Experiment 2 is the registration between a CT and a mr-T1 image of patient_001. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) shows the two images respectively. The respective image size is 512 × 512 × 28 and 256 × 256 × 26. Sections in Fig. 7 are similar to Fig. 4 . Fig. 8 shows one correspondence between the two feature spheres in CT and mr-T1 image. Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows the fusion before and after registration. And Table 2 shows the RIRE evaluation of the results. The mean, max and median error are 2.260 mm, 3.316 mm and 2.158 mm, respectively. The range of these errors is also 2 ∼ 4 mm.
Experiment 3: To prove the robustness of our algorithm, experiment 3 is carried out to register a CT and a mrPD_rectified image of patient_005. Fig. 10 (a) and (b) shows the images of CT and mr-PD_rectified respectively. Their image sizes are 512×512×33 and 256×256×26. Similarly, Fig. 11 shows one correspondence of two spheres in CT and mr-PD_rectified. Fig. 12 (a) and (b) shows the fusion before and after registration. Again, the registration shown in the figure is very good. Table 3 shows the RIRE evaluation of this experimental results. The mean, max and median error are 2.881 mm, 3.436 mm and 2.888 mm, respectively. The range of these errors is 2 ∼ 4 mm, which has reached sub-pixel registration accuracy. Fig. 13 shows an example in 3D effect. From the figure, we can see that the two figures match perfectly after registration.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new algorithm to model volumetric data and register multi-modal medical images. We detect the feature points using the proposed new algorithm, GA-SURF, which incorporates the geometric algebra theory into the SURF framework. With the features detected, we apply our fast greedy algorithm to construct the feature spheres formulated in conformal geometric algebra (CGA). The last step is to find the correspondence of feature spheres in two images and register the images based on the correspondences. We test our method using data of different modality from different patients. The experimental results evaluated by RIRE have shown that our method can achieve high registration accuracy with max error less than 4mm. 
